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ThinkingCap
Give your brain a workout with this month’s testing puzzles, 
with the chance of a prize for the correct answer.

By David Sandham

PUZZLE 2 TWO BOYS

PUZZLE 3 MISSING NUMBERSPUZZLE 1 FILLING DECKCHAIRS

PUZZLE 4  TRUE OR FALSE?
There are 10 times more bacterial 
cells in our bodies than human 
cells.

One reader who sends the correct 
answer to the prize puzzle to 
engtechmag@theiet.org – with 
Thinking Cap March 2017 as the 
subject line – by 3 April 2017 will win 
copies of four books from Princeton 
University Press – ‘Across the Board: 
the Mathematics of Chessboard 
Problems’ by John J Watkins, ‘Why 
Cats Land on Their Feet, and 76 Other 
Physical Paradoxes and Puzzles’ by 
Mark Levi, ‘Magical Mathematics: the 
Mathematical Ideas That Animate 
Great Magic Tricks’ by Persi Diaconis 
and Ron Graham, and ‘Wizards, 
Aliens and Starships: Physics and 
Math in Fantasy and Science Fiction’ 
by Charles L Adler. The winner will 
appear in the June 2017 issue of E&T. 
For solutions, email: online.editor@
theiet.org after the closing date. 
Full terms and conditions at bit.ly/
eandt-competitions. December 
issue winner was Dan Öberg.

PRIZE
PUZZLE

A beach attendant wants as many customers as possible to sit in 
her row of 13 adjacent deckchairs.

Unfortunately, her customers always refuse to sit in a deckchair 
if that places them immediately adjacent to someone already 
sitting. They will not sit immediately next to another deckchair that 
is occupied.

In fact, all her customers always choose to sit as far as possible 
away from any other customers. For example, if there is a 
customer in deckchair 1, the next customer will always go to sit in 
deckchair 13, that being at the other extremity of the row.

The best the attendant can hope for is that every other 
deckchair be filled.

If the attendant gets to choose just the deckchair for the first 
customer of the day, when all deckchairs are empty, which 
deckchair should she choose?

(To be clear, after that she has no more choices, but must allow 
the customers to sit where they want, which is as far away as 
possible from each other, and never immediately adjacent.)

Can you fill in the numbers in the blank segments? 

You know the Smiths have two children, and that at least one is a 
boy. What is the probability that both children are boys?

HINT: Work backwards. 

HINT: An Italian medieval mathematician may help you.

HINT: The most obvious answer may not be correct.
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